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Across  
  

1 Bulbous pant of Anglo-Indian origin worn by 27 Long narrative relating heroic deeds and  

 C. B. DeMille, Adolf Hitler and Lady Di  adventures esp. in Old Norse or Icelandic 

7 Mission: Impossible (initials) 28 Northern Italian site of 16th century church 

9 Surname shared by prolific nineteenth century   council convened to denounce as heretical 

 German novelist and US actor who played the  the Lutheran assault on papal supremacy and  

 coroner of Munchkinland in The Wizard of Oz   catholic doctrine (in Latin please) 
 who pronounced the Wicked Witch of the East  31 Shakespearian character who made Othello 

 “really most sincerely dead”  insanely jealous by making him think that  

10 One of the seven dwarfs  Desdemona gave the handkerchief he gave  
11 Given, allotted, awarded (cards, fate etc.)  her to Cassio 

13 The word (λόγος) made … (the Incarnation  32 Arab Israeli (initials) 

 in Johannine theology) 33 Australian Catholic University (sic) (initials) 
14 A curve in a physical structure, narrative or 34 Minor biblical figure associated with lewd  

 musical composition or performance  act (slain by Yahweh) 

15 Hollywood golden era film studio (Top Hat, 35 “I was angry with my friend; I told my wrath,  
 King Kong, Citizen Kane, I Walked with a  my wrath did end. I was angry with my … 

 Zombie etc.)  I told it not, my Wrath did grow etc.”  

17 Vintage English motorbike made by WWI  William Blake A Poison Tree 
 munitions company 37 Lonnie Donegan or Larry Darrow (initials) 

18 The worst possible violation amongst the  38 Norma Desmond or Neil Diamond (initials) 

 labyrinthine prohibitions revealed to Moses 39 Epic poem by Alexander Pope in mock-heroic  
 on Sinai (attracting the severest punishments)  style known for famously gloomy ending:  

 demonstrating primacy of obedience over  “And universal Darkness buries all” 

 moral behaviour in Levitical Judaism  

Down 21 British Foreign Secretary associated with  

 infamous 1917 “declaration” adumbrating 

 consequent destruction of Palestine (initials) 1 The systematic process of irreversibly altering  
22 Zionist Entity (initials)  the makeup of Palestinian neighbourhoods in  

23 Oliver Stone (initials)  the occupied territories by ethnic cleansing,  

24 Lurid 60s exploitation “shockumentary” film  transfer of settlers and state terror (including  
 genre known for intriguing recyclable titles   home demolitions, collective punishment) to 

 (Cane, Bizarro, Freudo, Mod, Topless etc.)  permanently eradicate the Arab character and 

 

 

3.3 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)  
  

2 Athenian lawgiver known for prescribing  10 Nice Jewish girl’s name (Wasserman Shultz,  

 death for nearly every offence (such as  Lipstadt etc.) (hypocorism please) 
 stealing a pumpkin) 12 Himmel und … (Heaven and Earth) Popular  

3 “I’m afraid. I’m afraid, Dave. Dave, my mind   German dish known since the 18th century  

 is going. I can feel it. I can feel it. My mind   consisting of black pudding, fried onions,  
 is going. There is no question about it. I can   mashed potatoes and apple sauce 

 feel it. I can feel it. I can feel it. I’m a…fraid” 16 Kate Trask (initials) 

 Memorable screen villain of 2001: A Space  19 “In every cry of every Man, In every Infants  
 Odyssey with eerie, drawn-out death scene  cry of fear, In every in Voice: in every ban,  

4 Greek city in northern Peloponnese  The mind forg’d manacles I hear” Famous  

5 Ugg boots (initials)  Blake poem 
6 Profound, enduring, schismatic upheaval in  20 Hindu holy man 

 Western church in early 16th century brought 25 Lurid and sententious Zola novel of 1880 

 about by declaration by Martin Luther that  26 Capital of Latvia 
 he did not need an intermediary to speak to  27 Coarse acronym of US military origin  

 his Creator (or Redeemer)  conveying jaded view that a state of chaos,  

7 Israeli intelligence agency known for often   confusion and entrenched dysfunctionality  
 daring measures to safeguard security of the  shouldn’t surprise because it’s how things  

 state including commando raid on Entebbe,   usually are 

 capture of Adolf Eichmann and Mordechai  29 Celebrated Russian American novelist born  
 Vanunu, targeted assassinations and extra   Alisa Rosenbaum known for philosophy of  

 judicial executions (Khalil al Wazir, Yasser   pitiless self-interest (Atlas Shrugged,  

 Arafat, Wadie Haddad, JFK, Prisoner X etc.)   The Fountainhead etc.) 
 poisonings, honey traps, passport fraud, false  30 Prestigious US university known for recent 

 flags and innumerable chutzpadik black ops  controversial caricature of Alan Dershowitz 

8 “Warm up the Silver Dart, Icky” Lovable   in student newspaper The Daily Cal invoking  
 sidekick and comedy relief in popular 60s   anti-Semitic canards reminiscent of Nazi-era 

 TV show Jet Jackson, the Flying Commando  newspaper Der Stürmer  

 (completely unknown to people under sixty)  36 Edward Casaubon or Eric Cartman (initials) 
 (7, 4)   
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